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:r W,: Wind Turbine Interactions with
C«» Birds, Bats, and their Habitats:

A SiMiini.'H y til H, '.ull*, diitl Priority Uurstions
spring mm 

WMMMiarnmkMjm
Till* tact aheet summarises whet fs known about bird 
mi bit Interactions with fand-bastd wind power In 
North Amtrice, ineiutifig habitat impact*, mi what key 
«fuesttont and knowledge gaps remain,

Introduction
\iifnd en,rw h#s |a,r,#d i>reRi,n*r,c* •* *mmm °f
V V electricity without emitting air pollutants or

greenhouse gases, A* the wind spins § wind turbine's Wade 
assembly, know?, .»•. ,i rotor, * generator «nntct#d to the 
rotor generates electricity. Large wind turbines generate 
electricity at a lower cost and higher efficiency than smaller 
ones, becauii longer rater Wades capture the energy from • 
larger cross-section of the wind, known as the rotor-swept 
area, mi because taller towers generally provide access to 
stronger winds. The greater and mere consistent the wind, the 
more electricity t* produced.

laity turbines w§m mounted on towers 60-40 feet fit height 
and had rotors 50-40 feet to diameter that turned 60-80 
revolutions per minute (rpm). Today’s land-based wind 
turbines are mounted on towers 200-260 feet in height with 
raters iSO-260 feet to dlemeter, resulting to blade tips that 
cart reach over 42S feet above ground level. Rotor swept treas 
now exceed 1 «re and m expected to reach nearly IS acres 
within the next several years, Even though the speed of rotor 
revolution has significantly decreased to 11-28 rpm, blede tip 
speeds haw* remained about the same; under normal 
operating conditions, bfsicle tip speeds rang# from 138-1,82

- -

hKI^PI^ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■

■hi

Milm

mm mum, frui mtm‘ in* «*•«•* mmu, m mm*:
mph, Wider and longer blades product greater vortices and 
turbulence In their wake as they rotate, posing » potential 
problem for bats, lecaits* large turbines are went efficient, 
most modern wind developments for a given number of 
mogawetts (MW; I MW equals I million wilts} have fewer 
machines with wider spacing. Still, larger turbines are being 
developed.

Wind turbines arc typically described in terms of their 
"rated" for "nameplate") power generating capacity, which 
can vary from $ few hundred watts for home applications to 
commercial turbines of several MW.1 A l.S-MW turblnq, a 
cmi> telly commonly Installed to the United States over the past 
five years, could product 4,1 million kilowatt-hours {kWh} per 
par; actual energy generation fs dependent upon the wind 
speeds and wind availability it the site where II li located. 
Although there am wide reglonal variations In electricity 
consumption, a 1.5-MW turbine can genereteenough 
electricity for 300 to 900 household*.

Wind energy’s ability to generate electricity without many of 
the environmental Impacts associated with other energy 
sources (e.g., air pollution, water pollution, mercury 
emissions, climate change} could benefit birds, bats, and many 
other plant and animal species. However, possible impacts of 
wind facilities on birds, bats, and their habitats hive beta 
documented and continue to i» issue. Populations of many 
bird and bat species are experiencing long-term declines, due 
to part to habitat test mi fragmantatlon, invasive species, and 
numerous anthropogenic impacts, Increasing the concern over 
the potential effects of energy development.

• tipi*.# h Hi# mmfmm m#i outpit of • *#**#»»«- «»*»■ »##!» .M.d.r ., tf#i»|M>t«t tty ft* mmm4 tmtrm «#»•#«* ««•*» u
llfijli if) MW*
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► *
Two general type* of local Impact* to birds hiv# been 
demonstrated at existing wind facilities: (l| direct mortal
from collision! end |2| Imflmii Import* from avoidance of sin 
»f*s, habtmt dfi'upHnn, reduced density,
I ,ib.in()oniv,cnt, lov. <if n'fuj.1,,1,ivhit.U uny.rtoh'rty, 
tiivi hi’b,.viof;i! t’fft t H (Stt*w,*n * ,il. 20U4, 7507). f-o' Wy 
only d»r«a «!<m wlity i uniting fiem wikitefiv *»i«J barotrauma 
(Ml., experiencing rapid pressure changes that cause savere 
Internal organ damage; iaerwto.i <-thas been 
demonstrated.

About the Fact Sheet
'1 Ilfs feet sheet summarizes what 1$ known about bird and 
I bat interactions wish land-based wind power In North 

America, Including habitat Inspects, and whit key questions 
end taowlt «l,*.-y,Sp- remain. It - twee-tiered 
classification of wind-wlldllfe relationships based on tb# 
weight ©f the evidence and agreement, or lack thereof, among 
researchers In the field on «ach particular statement 
contained herein.

#Wf»ot Stud/** Wove Shown" are coftclustem widely 
supported by peer-reviewed studies and on which there'll 
bread consensus among researchers,

HWhot is tew Well Understood" presents Ideas reached by 
mms field studies, but either the evidence Is too limited to 
support »firm and broadly applicable conclusion, there is 
seme evidence to the contrary, or there Is sow# controversy 
regerdlng the Idea arnsni researchers.

"Areas Where Untie is Known" presents questions to which 
even tentative conclusions cannot yet be touched based on ■ 
current Information and data gaps, These questions are 
hypotheses yet to be tested or are gaps In current knowledge 
that have been Identified by researchers.

The Information presented is restricted to land-based wind 
facilities. Literature citations supporting the Information 
presented here are denoted l» parentheses and found at.

■

«•*»

Direct Mortality
Wlni turbines ran kill
bird# tod bats, 
birds are sometimes killed 
In cotillions with turbines, 
meteorological towers, 
and power transmission 
lines at land-based wind 
facilities; turbine-related 
lilt deaths have been 
reported fit each wind facility studied to date (6AQ 2605; 
Kingsley and Whlttam 2007; Kuril ft if, 2007a; Kuvtesky et si. 
2#§7; NAS 2007; Arnett et el. 2008; set Figures!. '

Viffiat Studies Have Shown
The number of studies using rigorous methods and 

1 research protocols to determine tot potential impacts of 
wind development on birds and bats has Increaitil 
substantially since the publication of the original NWCC fact 
sheet in 2004 (NWCC 2004}. Impact# m birds and bats have 
been demonstrated at most facilities, but these Impacts vary 
among facilities and regions. ■

Studies have Indicated that relatively low raptor {«,§,, hawks, 
eagles) fatality rates exist at most wind energy developments 
with the exception of some facilities In parts of California 
(Figure i, page 1|. All developments studied have reported 
fewer then 14 bird (all species combined) fatalities per

neplate MW per year, md mmi 
<tt reported less then 4 fatalities 

per MW per year (figure 2, page I). 
Although several developments have 
reported relatively numerous bat 
fatalities, most studies have reported 
low rates ef such bat fatalities 
(Figure I, page 3). However, much 
uncertainty eriitt on the geographic 
distribution and cause# ef bat 
fatalities {see discussion under direct 
mortality).

!•!»*» mmmm m mit ns i««.

Fatality rates mry widely regionally scroll wind 
resource areas.
Fatalities of birds end bits art highly variable among facilities 
and reflow of. the country, for example, more raptors are

killed each year at AJtsmont Pass, 
California, which hi* over 5,000 
older and smaller turbine* and 

( high raptor use, than at other 
F:h developments where fatality 
1 j studies hiv# been ceniiftted 

(OAO 2005; Kingsley and
ttam2QQ7; Kura et at. 2007a; 
•Sky etal. 2007; NAS 2007; * 

Arnett tf •!. 2001; see Figure 1),

i

F
I
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Wprt I: Summary of Raptor Mortality iaitn jt Vartoni Wind E«w*y fmllMm*
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Direct Mortality, cont
Most birds Wiled si wind turbines art songbirds. 
Most of North America's birds ire songbird*, most of these
are migratory, and most of th* migratory species migrate 
durlB| the night it altitudes generally above rotor swept areas 
whm weather conditions art favorable. Risk may bo groatest
during take-off and landing where wind facilities abut 
stopover sites. Songblrds.are vulnorablo to colliding with men- 
made structure* such m buildings, communication towers,

power lino*, or wind turbines during poor 
weather condition* that force them to 
lower altitudes (Wlnkelman 189$; 611 et 
al. 1996; Erickson et ill 2001; Johnson ft 
•f. 2002; Robbins 2002; fCifiinpr 2001; 
Manvllte 2009}, Songbird collision* 
typically account for roughly three 

.njMgpo;?: quarter* of birtf casualties it U,$, wind 
g facilities pdcksort et al,2001; Johnson et 

af. 2002) and result In spring and fail 
of bird casualty rate* at most 

p» i*»*. wind facilities (Johnson et al. 2002; 
Erickson et at. 2004), However, current turbine-related 
fiiattir"'. .>r<< unlikely to affect population trend* of most 
North American songbirds {NAS 2001; Kingsley and Whittam 
2007; Kuviesky et at 2007; Manvie im\.

I tm. * rtlftf*

Bat totuliti.K peak at wind facilities during the tit# 
slimmer mtd early fall migration.
All stodtfe* of list impacts have demonstrated that finalities 
peak In Isle summer and *«riy fall, coinciding with the 
migration of many species f Johnson 200$; Run* it al. 200?*; 
Arnett *t al. 2008), A smallar spike In lit fatalities occurs 
during sjjrlftg.fWlf ratten for some sptcles et some facilities 
■(Arnett et al. 2008). However, the s*asonsl fatality peaks 
noted above may change is more facilities are developed and 
studied.

■There are two significant factors important in 
assessing fatality risk to birds.
Studies have Indicated that the level of bird use at the site and 
the behavior of the bird* 'ft the site iff Important factors to 
consider when assessing potential risk, For example, raptor 
fatalities appear to increase as raptor abundance inertases. 
Certain species f#,|„ Red-tailed Hawks and SoJcItn Eagles) 
that forage for prey in close proximity to turbines appear to 
have Increased fatalities, while others like common ravens 
appear to avoid collisions with turbines (Erickson'et al. 2002; 
Anderson et al. 2004,200$; Kingsley and Whitlow 2007; 
Kuvleskyet if. 2007; NAS 2007). •

The lighting currently recomtwjfiilfcl by the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) for Installation m 
commercial wind turbines does not Increase collision 
risk to bats and migrating songbirds.
The I'M regulates th* lighting required on structures of ever 
199 feet In height aboveground level to insure soft air trifle. 
The FM currently recommends strobe or strobe-llke tights 
that prodoc# momentary flashes Interspersed with dirk 
periods up to.3 seconds In duration as lighting for commercial 
wind turbines, and they allow commercial wind facilities to 
light# proportion of the turbines In a facility (e.g., on# In five), 
firing all lights synchronously (FM 2007), Red strobe or strobe 
dike lights are frequently used. Such lighting does not appear 
te Influence bat and songbird fatalities (Avery et al. 1976; 
Arnett et al. 2008; Longcore et «l 2008; Sibling «t al. 2009; 
Manvfflf 2009),

Indirect Impacts •
Siting turbines away fmm where raptor *. concentrate 
may reduce raptor collision rates at wind facilities. 
Raptors are known to concentrate along ridge tops, upwind 
sides of atop**, and canyons to take advantage of wind 
currents that are favorable for hunting arid trav#llng, as will 
m to? migratory flights fSefinan ft •!, 1990; Curry and 
Kerilnger 1998; Barrios and Rodriguez 2004; Hoover and 
Morrison 200$; MenviH# 2009).

Ok.

Tilt estimated cumulative Impact of e&IMsiom with 
wind turbines li several orders of magnitude lower 
than th® estimated Imparts from the leading 
anthropogenic cause* of aongbtrd mortality.
Although only general estimates are available, Hie number of 
birds killed In wind developments Is substantially lower 
relative to estimated annual bird casualty rates from a variety 
of other anthropogenic factors including vehicles, buildings 
and windows, power transmission lines, communication 
towers, toxic chemlcels.lncfudlng pesticides, and feral and 
domestic cats (Erickson ft a). 2001; MM 2007; MenvHle 2005). 
Colstons with wind facility structures will likely Increase . 
relative to other anthropogenic structures m th® number of 
wind power facilities increases,

Sorot migratory tme-roosttrig bat spirits appear 
particularly vulnerable to wind power.
Several species of to to cm vulnerable*) collisions with
turbines, Thru# migratory tree-roosting species - th# Hoary 
8at, the Eastern Red Sat, and th# Silver-haired 1st - currently 
compose the majority of bats reported killed at wind facilities
in most regions of North America {NAS 2001; Johnson 2091;

mt tt al, 2007a; Arnett et al.
20§f). These spmim are not 
currently classified us 
threatened or endangered, but 
this pattern of higher collisions 
among certain species sity 
change is more facilities art 

mm developed and studied,
V! **
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What is less Well Understood
Pre ■ development lft« iwaiiiitten may m4um potential 
negative fmp#€t» ©it wIMIife,
A pri*c©nitructton «vil«atlen conducted nil potential wind 
sit# con help indicate whether a wind power development Is 
likely to cause avian and bat Impacts »t levels of concern, help 
determine sites to avoid, and help to design • less Impactful 
project. Such evaluations with respect to the sit# can Indue!# 
assessments of relevant existing Information, physical 
inspections, and use of direct pliewatteft and technological 
methods designed to document level* of bird and bat list and 
behavior ( Anderson ft el. 1939; Kuni et al, 2007b). There Is 
not currently a strong linkage between pre-construction 
assessment of activities §?«J post-construction totalities. 
Therefore, additional work 1$ needed to determine which pre* 
construction surveys of bird or bat use correlate and better 
align with post-construction fatalities. It remains unclear m 
how best to ust pre-construction site assessments for siting 
and development decision* and how best to align these 
assessments with post-construction monitoring, Including the 
types of data to collect and the duration and Intensity of

mm
H

Using newer monopole tubular support towers rather 
then lattice support towers associated with older 
designs may reduce raptor collision rates at wind 
facilities.
lattice support towers offer many more 
perching sites for raptors than do 
monopole towers, and hence may 
encourage High raptor occupancy In the 
Immediate vicinity, or rotor swept .» <m, 
of wind turbines {Orioff anil Flannery 
1992,* NAS 2007). Most utility-scale w 
turbines installed in North America 
today have monopete towers, because 
the transition to monopole tubular 
support towers h»$ largely coincided 
with • number of ether transitions In 
turbine technology and siting practice, ft Is difficult to separate 
the individual effects and thereby determine the d*gree to 
which the type of support tower affects raptor collision rat#*, 
larger turbines Invariably us# tubular tower supports.

Newer, larger (lip# kW) turbines may reduce raptor 
collision rates it wind facilities compered to older, 
smaller (4® to JpkW) turbines, but have uncertain 
effects #n songbirds, 
larger turbines hiwe fewer rotation* per minute but have 
similar Mailt tip speeds compared to the swifter turbines 
commonly used in older U.S. wind facilities {NAS 2007). This 
difference m»y be partly responsible for th# tower raptor 
collision rates observed at most wind facilities where larger 
turbines have been Installed (NAS 2007). Additionally, 
fatalities could lit fewer beaus* fewer larger turbines art 
needed to product the same energy as smaller turbines. 
However, because th* transition to larger turbines has largely 
coincided with a number of other transitions In turbine 
ttchnologf and siting practice, It fs difficult to separate the 
Individual effects and thereby determine the degre# to which 
turbine sit® effect* raptor collision rites.

study.

Birds
Siting turbines In mm% of low prey density m*y 
cedtici raptor collision rates at wind facilities.
A high density of small mammal prey and th* conditions 
favorable to high prey densities {Smallwood and Thelender 
2004,2005,20CII) have often bean presumed to be the main 
factors responsible for the high raptor us®, and hmm high 
raptor collision files at the Aitamont Pass wind facility 
{Kingsley and Whitt am 2007; Kuvfesky ft al, 2007; NAS 2007).

***** mmm m nmit m. i ?m

J
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Birds, com. Bits
Weillitr patterns may tnftuonce bat fatalftfts,
Somt studies demonstrate that bit fatalities occur primarily 
on nlfhtj with low wind speed and typically increase 
Immediately before and after this passage of itorm fronts, 
Weather pattern* therefore may te .< mi reliefer of tint activity 
and fatalities, and mitigation efforts that focus on ties* high- 
risk periods may reduce bat fatalities substantially {Arnett ct 
al» 1008). .

Waferbbd and waterfowl colllflon risk it iancMiasei
wind fiditfes Is typically low.
Limited Information exists on wind turbine collision risk el 
waterbifds and waterfowl because of limited experience with 
coastal wind facilities, particularly In the United States (6AQ 
2005; Kingsley mi William 2007; NAS 2007), Most, but not 
all, bird collision studies at land-based and non-constat wind 
facilities to date have reported low rates of waterblrd mi 
waterfowl collisions flveratrt 2003; Kingsley mi Whlttam

Wore »«Jute and more male bats tend to be killed by 
wind turbines,

2007),

Wind turbines in grassland and shrub-steppe 
environments may cause some displacement of 
pratrle grouse. ' '
Various species of grassland and shrub-steppe grouse, 
Including Sage Grouse, Sharp-tailed Grouse, Lesser Prairie- 
chicken, and Greater Prairie-chicken, are of particular concern 
because they exhibit high site fidelity «nd require extensive 
grasslands anti open horftons (Glesen 1914; Fuhlendorf et el. 
2002), The concern Is even greater because of population 
declines over the past 30 years, and because prairie grow*

Although this pattern his l»m documented 
■ m »> number'of facilities, It may represent an 
If idiosyncrasy of the three sped® most
li commonly killed during their fall migration In 
rNorth America (see pap 4). Furthermore,
: the pattern of adult fatalities may not 

rmmarliV reflect increased swtctptfblllty of 
n* ‘ adults, but rather a preponderance of adults
In the populations. There are notable exceptions, and some 
studies have repbrttil female mi Juvenile bias among but 

distributions Intersect with somt ©f the continent's prime fatalities Brown and Hamilton 2004,200Sa, 2006b;
wind generation regions (Weinberg mti Williams 1990). The 
availability of contiguous unfragmented habitat for prairie 
grouse is critical In order to provld* connectivity among teat 
populations (Woodward tt at. 2001), In addition to habitat
disruption concern* from wind energy development, prairie attract females (Cryan *nd Brown 2007; Qryan 2008),
grouse may also be displaced by wind turbines; specifically, 
many of these species are known to avoid dir,playing, nesting, 
or brooding within dose proximity to roads, utility poles or 
lines, trees, oil mi pi platforms, an d/or human habitations.
Estimates of this proximity vary; It Is less well understood if 
the impacts that these Structures have on prslrlt rouse also 
apply to wind developments (Manes et si. 2002; Manvllle 
2004; Rebel 2004; Kingsley and Whlttam 2007; Kuvlesky et if,
20071 It Is commonly assumed that prelrfe grouse would alio 
avoid wind turbines, although the magnitude of this avoidance

w-.v-<9S2ee*ogr<**=?c

Fiedler 2004; Fiedler et at, 2807). tt has recently been 
hypothesised that migratory tree bats (e.g., Hoary and listen 
Red Bats) may exhibit iek mating system*,1 so that males may 
be congregating around turbine* during autumn In an effort to

Bat fatalities In tti« southwestern 
United Stitts are poorly 
understood but the Iteteiten Free
tailed Pat sppc.n s tube vulnerable. ITbf Brazilian Free-tailed Bat comprised a . 
large proportion (41-86*) of the bats . 
killed »f developments within this 
species' range (Arnett et al. 2008; Miller ***«*•«* -«»- 
2008),

Curtailment of operations during high risk periodf 
may substantially reduce bat fatalities,'
Scientists have hypothesized that bat fatalities could lit 
lowered substantially by reducing the amount of turbine 
operating hours during low wind periods when bats are most 
active, This can be done by Increasing Hit minimum wind 
speed, known as the "cut-in" speed,« which the turbine's 
blades begin rotating to product electricity. Thru# studies 
worldwide (on# each In Germany (O. Bite, University of 
Hanover, unpublished dot#), Canada (Baerwatd etal. 20Q9J, 
and the United States (Arnett et al. 20091) have tested 
whether or not Increasing the minimum turbine cut-fn speed 
reduces bat fatalities. These studies demonstrated that bat 
fatalities mm reduced by 50 to $7%. While these studies ' 
Indicate that fitiiueiori tn'bet fatalities cm tm «>, moved with 
modest reduction In power production, more studies me 
needed to determine the cost-effectiveness of this mitigation

■

■

1m i■

■■■I1 1

^zm
f%#l# MM), #i ui H* »«fl «•«»«.

*a m »i • tt <rf «»*i» •unit tptcM. (m •« mmm et trn»*m* mm iitew.
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Areas Where Uttle Is Known
As t>»# wind Industry continues to expand, what if the 
cumulative litpct of bird and bat collisions on some 
species and/or local populations?
Tbi relationship ef current finalities to th* demographics of 
bird and bat populations is poorly understood, but 11 ft unlikely 
that current fatalftias ere causing declines In populations (NAS 
200?), However, m wind energy facilities become substantially 
more nummms and »s wind development continues to pm 
fatalities and thus the potential fm Ijlofogicalfy-ilgnlftcant 
Impacts to local populations increases (NAS 200?; Erickson et 
al. 2002; Manvfiie 2009}.

~ IsfemuBMB

■
•■w* wmm w( m nm% lew i .

Can wind turbines be designed In such 9 way as to 
render them easier for birds to set and avoid?
Two hypothetical mitigation methods based on gytan vision 
bavt been proposed to reduce bird collisions with wind 
turbines. Motion smear, In which the spinning action of the 
turbines may render the blades difficult for birds to set mil 
•void, may to# reduced by painting blades with a color pattern 
that makes them more visible (Hodoi et at, 2001; Modes 
2003). It has been hypothesised that towers and blades 
coated with ultraviolet ItfVJ paint may be more visible, making 
them easier to avoid, However, Young et af, (Iflttl) compared 
fatality rates it turbines with UV coatings to turbines coated 
with standard paint end found no difference. F«w data are 
available on th# effectiveness of these and other potential 
methods for making turbines more visible to birds.

What is the effect of barotrauma injuring to bats!
White direct collision Is thought to be responsible for most of 
the bit fatalities observed at wind facilities (Horn et al, 200$), 
recent work by gaerwaid ft el. (2003) suggests that some of 
the observed bat fatality may tot due to barotrauma {!,#„
Injury resulting from suddenly altered air pressure). Fast- 
moving wind turbine blades create vertices and 
their wekes, and bats may experience rapid pre 
•i they pass through this disturbed air, 
potentially causing internal Injuries 
leading to death, The occurrence of 
barotrauma In bats, the proportion of 
Individuals that succumb Immediately 
versus those that fly away Injured, and 
the associated Influences on th# 
estimation of bit fatalities *r* 
uncertain, mrnum*: ”

To what extent will wildlife become habituated to 
mini facilities?
fefUrtgitr (2000) reported that prairie songbirds increased In 
abundance within § wind facility In years following 
construction, suggesting habituation,* but there Is m other 
empirical evidence currently to support tin* habituation 
hypothesis. Additional rasearch is needed to confirm whether 
batoitwitlen results in a long-term reduction In the 
displacement of birds by wind facilities.

II
I^■1

Current research indicates that wind ftdllttos located 
In agricultural habitats gtneraDy have lower migrant 
songbird and bat futility rafts than facilities In 
forested landscapes, but It Is unclear if this 
corrttotfon Is caused by fit difference in habitat type. 
R«duc*<J fatalities In agricultural areas may lit related to 
fewer songbirds being prestnt, However, there are fewer 
studies in seme landscapes (e,g„ forests), limiting th* ability to 
make landscape comparisons (Kuni etaf. 2007a; ituvlesky et 
if, 200?,* NAS 200?; Arnett #{ ii», 2008}. Bat fatalities in 
agriculture! lands m..y i>»- relatively high (Jain 2005).

»
$

n
Dow turbine height have an Impact on the collision 
rate for songbirds and bets?
Talitr turbines reach higher above tht ground, have much 
larger refer swapt itreas, ami thus further overlap the normal 
fig hi heights ef nocturnal migrating songbirds anil tints 
(Morrison 200§; Barclay ft af, 2007; Jehrts •< * t / 2002; 
Miiwlte 2009). larger, taller turbines mil their wider and 
longer blades also produce far greater blade-tip vortices mi 
blade wake turbulence; tht potential Influence on collisions 
with birds and bats and barotrauma to bits Is uncertain. 
Collision risk might also Increase during Inclement weather 
events that coincide with bird migration (Maiwltit 2009}.
'•mumiim ii*»«ritwt»immm in » * mrnmim »tm tmmml
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MH19
Do topography, geography, land cover typo, and 
proximity to key rssourco* Influence bat fatality
rate*?
There Is $ m«4 to letter relate bat fatalities among wind 
facilities to landscape characteristics ft*, s«ote|¥» 
topography, habitat types, proximity ef faciltl#* to features 
such as mountain ranges or riparian systems). Relating 
fatalities to features within the Immediate area of # turbine 
(e.g„ proximity to water or forest edge) will help with 
designing future facilities and locating turbines to ovoid higher 
risk areas within • fit#, f Xttrti «t *1.2007a; Musky et ill. 2007; 
WAS 2007; Arnett et It. 2001)

-;r:

■Knmte m*m it n»ti, m ms it,

Art bats attracted to wind turbines, and If io, what
art tltt primary attraction factory?
fiats appear to b# attracted to wind turbines {Horn et aI.
2008), mi there are several plausible hypotheses that 
warrant testfng as to hew and why lit* «*y be attracted Is 
turbines fttem et »l. 2007a), which may prove useful for 
developing new solutions to prevent collisions. Reasons for 
apparent attriictlon msy Include seuncls produced by turbines, 
,!. (H.ctntratfon oHnsects near turbines, and bill attempting 
to find reeit location!. For Hoary and Eastern Red fiats, 
additional studlas need to be parformed to better understand' 
fek mating systems In these two species, especially regarding 
attraction to turbines. '

To wlint ttogt on docs siting of wind facilities within
moratory routes of birds cud hats contribute to 
collision risk?
There Is a need to conduct studies to Identify migratory 
pathways, congregation areas such »i staging and stopover 
habitats, and ether areas of high concentration to aid In risk
assessment and avoidance of high risk silts when developing
wind pmm. Specie* such as Golden Eagles tend to migrate at 
or below ridge lines, potentially puttie- to v< -t.- m i.u • 
turbines are built In these ridge mm% {Msiwflft 2009).

Mai"..'...........
Bams: wtmmm

The significance of bat fatalities If poorly understood. 
Bats are long.f»ved tnd haw low reproductive rates, making 
populations susceptible to localised extinction liarctoy and
Harder 2003; team et *1.2001), Sam# have suggested that bat 
populations may not be able to withstand the existing rat# of
wind turbine fatalities (Kum *t at, 2007a; NAS 2007; Arnett ill 
at. 2008) •nd/or Increased fatalities as the wind Industry 
continues to grow, Secause population Hits arc poorly 
known, It Is difficult to determine whether bat fatalities at 
wind facilities represent« significant threat to North American 
bat populations, although cumulative Impacts raise concern 
and inert studies »r« needed to assess population Impacts 
fNAS 2007; Kuril: et at 2007a; Arnett *i it,2008).

I “ wler#i I»w$ applicable to wildlife end wind 
I developfne»t* Include the following;

* Migratory Bird Trifitly Act (16 U5.C, 703-712) as 
■amended

* Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 O.S.C. 
$68-6684) as amended

* Endangered Sped® Art f If U.S.C 15314544)

About the hiiitionai Wind Coordinator Collaborative
The National Wind Coordinating Collaborative (MWCC) Is a €€»»»$ *I»sei§ network of stakeholders formed In 1994 to support
It** development of environmentally, economically, and politically sustainable commercial markets for wind power, The mission of 
the NWCC Wildlife Workgroup Is to identify, define, discuss, and through collaboration address wind-wildlife and wind-habitat 
Interaction Issues by seeking bread stakeholder Involvement on scientific and public policy questions. In addition to convening 
biennial meetfrsp on the state of the art In wlnd-wlldllfe research, the workgroup seeks to provide reference documents as # 
resource to stakeholders. ■
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